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xcitement. engagement.
Learning injected with
laughter: i have the privilege
of seeing this daily in the
Adelson upper school.
mr. Herringshaw’s english classes
created short films of Greek tragedies
for a 21st Century audience. For days
before it was due, groups of students
excitedly edited their film in the Upper
school computer lab, often with
laughter, always with excitement. they
didn’t want to leave.
students in the topics in Modern
science course created impressive
science posters in inDesign on their
research, using the same publication
program many scientists use to
present at professional conferences.
they introduced their research and
answered questions from teachers
and students. the scene looked like a
professional science poster session.
ms. massoputz’ students filmed a
telenovela, bringing costumes, putting
on make-up and speaking complex
sentences in spanish to get the scene
just right.
mr. naftaly’s Us History class
researched the perils faced on the
oregon trail and then created skits.
all but one group chose to film their
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adelson Campus students will be “prepared for the
challenge” of succeeding in a world with rapidly changing
technology, thanks to the integration of media production
throughout the pre-k through 12th grade curriculum.
skits, discussing the perils and how
to represent them. they’ll probably
remember this part of Us History
well because of their laughter at the
“premiere.”
i heard a shy new freshman
laugh for the first time with her new
classmates as they bonded over
film edits. a student with learning
challenges said with pride to his
friends as they walked down the hall:
“i made a really cute snail today.” And
he had indeed, while learning to use

adobe illustrator in mr. Herringshaw’s
Media Creation class. “the Adelson
scoop” got a 21st Century facelift
when its editor integrated Qr codes
that students can photograph to
access video content.
Media production is being
integrated throughout every division
in ways that enhance well-defined
educational outcomes. bryan Kessler,
whose passion is in making sure that
the Holocaust will continue to be
taught when the survivor community
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“

Far beyond
computer skills
training, digital
literacy involves
understanding
how to use a
wide variety
of information
technologies with
a sophisticated
critical
understanding of
the implications of
using these tools.

”

As an educator, i’m impressed by
how the faculty’s creative integration
of media production inspires passion
in the students to communicate
what they are learning. i’m touched
by how working on media projects
collaboratively is helping students
bond while learning not only course
content but also computer and digital
literacy skills. such empassioned,
socially connected learning is at
the heart of Connected Learning,
a movement which encourages
educators to help teens find their
passions by connecting learning
material with a student’s deeply held
interests.
empassioned learning is crucial
for students today. because of rapid
and unpredictable technological
shifts, “21st Century skills” differ
from those that most educators
have encountered in previous eras.
While the type of skills required since
industrialization—foundational skills in
reading, math, and science—continue
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is gone, is yet another perfect
example for thoughtful, pedagogydriven use of media production and
technology integration. the usC
shoah Foundation recently profiled
him and his work using iWitness, the
shoah Foundation’s online archive of
Holocaust testimony. in his Holocaust
courses he asks his students to
create a short film “if i could ask a
survivor…”: students listened to online
testimonies, and used the iWitness
editing system to create powerful
documentaries that answered their
self-generated questions. “especially
being in a Jewish school, i wanted
our students to realize that they
are keepers of the keys of these
testimonies,” Kessler said. “students
don’t just need to know the stories;
they need to know what to do with the
stories going forward.” (usC shoah
Foundation. (2013). impact in Profile:
bryan Kessler.)

to be important, 21st Century students
need to learn how to learn. to be
successful, our students must be able
to quickly understand and navigate
a wide variety of technologies and
media platforms, produce content
in these technologies, innovate
using these technologies, and
think critically about how different
technological innovations are affecting
their professional and private lives.
these are complex skills beyond

learning facts and figures, and in the
creativity of media creation teens
can find a passion for learning that
will leapfrog them to the next level of
digital literacy. Film maker and media
production teacher Tobin Herringshaw
emphasized this when asked about
why he advocates for integrating
media creation into curricula today:
“in the 21st Century, the way in which
information is gathered, processed,
understood, and displayed has gone
more and more digital. in order for
21st Century students to succeed in
life and careers that may not even
exist today they need to know a wide
array of digital technologies and
creative thinking skills.” Learning to
produce and publish sophisticated
media content in a variety of media—
photography, film, digital and paperbased print—is a particularly exciting
way for teens to gain crucial digital
literacy skills. Many professionals now
need media production skills for the
projects they handle. All professionals
need visual and computer literacy and
be creative thinkers to evaluate the
digital media content which crosses
their computer screens.
Many parents worry that their
children will not acquire the skills
necessary to succeed in a future filled
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with unpredictable technological
changes. Connecting learning to highinterest projects like media production,
motivate students to gain the digital
skills they need.
Digital illiteracy has far-reaching
consequences: the digital divide is
deepening considerably within the
developed world and the united
states, according to Dr. Jan VanDijk,
well-regarded researcher on the
economic and social impact of
computer literacy. even those with
access to computers and the internet
can find themselves at a disadvantage.
Access has expanded greatly with
expanded use of smart phones, but
digital literacy skills fundamental for
understanding the far-reaching social
impacts of computer technologies
and digital products are available
only to those lucky enough to have
access to education that emphasizes
digital literacy, not mere computer
skills training. Far beyond computer
skills training, digital literacy involves

understanding how to use a wide
variety of information technologies
with a sophisticated critical
understanding of the implications of
using these tools. some teens are
fortunate to learn digital literacy skills
from their parents or other mentors,
but the majority need to learn them
in school. if students do not become
familiar with digital literacy skills in
high school, they are likely to have
difficulty acquiring them later, and
will remain on the disadvantaged
side of the digital divide, especially as
technologies continue to change.
Adelson Campus students will
be “prepared for the challenge” of
succeeding in a world with rapidly
changing technology, thanks to the
integration of media production
throughout the pre-K through 12th
grade curriculum. the Adelson upper
school’s seamless integration of
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media production throughout the
curriculum has been helped by a
thirst generated through the creative
computer and media technology
integration in the Adelson Campus’
Lower school and middle school as
well as a generous Grant from the
Johnny Brenden Foundation. amy
novak, the Lower school instructional
technology specialist, has students
using computers and iPads for
creative, age-appropriate lessonenhancing projects starting at age 3.
Just one of many examples: recently,
Lower school students learned about
Van Gogh and drew their own pictures
using his use of line and color. then
they added a 21st Century dimension,
literally, by creating a 3D movie out
of their artwork. “using web tools
and other computer based programs,
students are given the opportunity to
experiment with line, color, and various
creation tools with less risk,” Amy said.
“i rarely hear them say in tech that they
are ‘not an artist.’ i think the shift that
occurs when using tech tools is that
mistakes are OK. They are easy to fix.”
in the Middle school, robin Pence has
been teaching digital photography,
game design programming, and
filmmaking using imovies and more
complex film editing software. These
students are entering upper school
ready to go to the next level.
in response, the Adelson upper
school is moving quickly towards
building a world-class media program.
Through the Johnny Brenden Grant,
last year it hired professional film
maker Tobin Herringshaw and
purchased film making equipment for
the students. the corner of his room
with the new cameras, professional

lighting equipment, and green-screen
looks like a film studio. The writer of
the successful grant, Davida sims,
emphasizes the importance of this
media program for our student body:
“integrating media arts throughout
the curriculum creates a modern,
innovative and engaged student body
that is prepared to be an innovative
force in an intellectual, collaborative,
global, creative and technologically
sophisticated world.” inspired by
sir Ken robinson, knighted for his
research on creativity in education,
she speaks passionately about the
importance of teaching creativity to
make students competitive in the 21st
Century. “i see creative magic at work
in our students’ media creations every
day as they connect their learning
material to their own passions.”
the Adelson educational Campus
has made a tremendous leap this year
thanks to the generosity of the Johnny
brenden Foundation, the continued
generous support of the Adelson
Family, the Dr. Miriam and sheldon G.
Adelson educational Campus board
of trustees, and the tremendous
creativity and pedagogic acumen of
our faculty. in spring semester 2014
the upper school will be leaping even
further and higher: mr. Herringshaw’s
Media Creation class will be learning
professional filmmaking processes
using equipment purchased through
the Johnny Brenden grant and
professional film editing software
purchased by the school. our
computers will be put through the
paces, and i expect the us computer
lab to be lit up often, not only by its
screens, but also through excitement
and laughter of learning.
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